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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
E. Option
Answer: D

C
A
E
B
D

NEW QUESTION: 2
How many disks reside in a DS4246 shelf?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3

Answer: A
Explanation:
http://www.netapp.com/uk/products/storage-systems/disk-shelvesand-storage-media/diskshelves-tech-specs.aspx
(See the Table).

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario: Three Web Interface sites are configured on different
servers in a farm. The administrator wants to ensure that users
are always able to access their applications through the Citrix
Receiver.
How can the administrator configure the Web Interface sites to
meet this requirement?
A. Configure the direct access method for the sites.
B. Configure backup URLs for the sites.
C. Configure the 'bypass any failed server for' setting for the
sites.
D. Enable site redirection for the sites.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company wants to limit bandwidth for Skype traffic. You
have been tasked to configure Application Detection and Control
using the Cisco ASR 5000 to detect Skype traffic for all
subscribers. If Skype traffic is detected, limit the uplink and
downlink data rate to 32 kb/s. Which required configuration is
needed to complete this task?
A. active-charging service ACS_ACMEp2p-detection protocol
skyperuledef skype_detectionp2p protocol
= skype_trafficexitcharging-action skype_rate_limitcontent-id
1500flow limit-for-credit direction downlink peak-data-rate
32000 peak-burst- 8000 violate-action discardflow limit-forcredit direction uplink peak- data-rate 32000 peak-burst- 8000
violate-action discardrulebase acme_rulebaseaction priority
1000 ruledef skype_detection charging-action skype_rate_limit
B. active-charging service ACS_ACMEp2p-detection protocol
skyperuledef skype_detectionp2p protocol
= skypeexitcharging-action skype_rate_limitcontent-id 1500flow
limit-for-bandwidth direction downlink peak-data-rate 32000
peak-burst- 8000 violate-action discardflow limit-forbandwidth direction uplink peak-data-rate 32000 peak-burst8000 violate-action discardrulebase acme_rulebaseaction
priority
1000 ruledef skype_detection charging-action skype_rate_limit
C. active-charging service ACS_ACMEp2p-detection protocol
skyperuledef skype_detectionp2p protocol
= skypeflow limit-for-bandwidth direction downlink
peak-data-rate 32000 peak-burst- 8000 violate- action
discardflow limit-for-bandwidth direction uplink peak-data-rate

32000 peak- burst- 8000 violate- action discardexitrulebase
acme_rulebaseaction priority 1000 ruledef skype_detection
D. active-charging service ACS_ACMEruledef skype_detectionp2p
protocol = skypeexitcharging-action skype_rate_limitcontent-id
1500flow limit-for-bandwidth direction downlink peak-data-rate
16000 peak- burst- 8000 violate-action discardflow
limit-for-bandwidth direction uplink peak-data-rate 16000 peakburst- 8000 violate-action discardrulebase acme_rulebaseaction
priority 32000 ruledef skype_detection charging-action
skype_rate_limit
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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